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lnstruction: Write answers in English only.
\

SECTION - A

Answer all. Very short answer type. Each question carries one mark :

1. In a Ruby laser , the active medium is

- 2. Raman effect is an optical analogue of

3. The expression for numerical aperture is

4. To invert a circularly polarized light we use

5. A soap bubble appears multicoloured in white light due to (5x1=5)

SECTION - B

Answer any four. Short answer type. Each question carries two marks :

6. What do you mean by population inversion process ?

7. State Brewster's law.

8. Define dispersive power of a grating. '
g. What are the necessary conditions for interference of light waves ?

10. Distinguish between Raman spectra and fluorescence spectra'

11. What are the advantages of optical fiber communication system ? (4x2=81
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20' Derive the refation between Einstein,s coefficients.

sECTfoN _ c .
Answer any three' short essay/probfem type. Each question carries three marks :12. Derive an expression for acceptance angte.
13' A quarterY3Ye plate is constructed from qu^\r,crystarwhose 

refractive indicesli?!a; l.lu. 
and no = 1.i44 c"[rfi. iri""fiitr,rljssiffix|;,. 

ror wavelensth

14' The radius of the first zone on the zone prate i3 
los cm. ff a prane wave front offight of wavelength t.=S000.A. is incident on ,lr. Find the Oi.trn., of the screenfrom the zone ptate so tnaitignt is roi-uffi ro bright spot.

15' Light of wavefength 500 nm is incident normafry on al]ane transmission grating:ffi :s;:?il:,ff :Xffi l:,?ff :,i;#'.ninsr,,ic0;;."b,,.,.thenumbei
16. The core and cradding of the s'ica fibre have 

lIr1*rq.indices of n' = ,.u ,noo2= 1'4 respectivelv' cafcufate th+11i.;i;ftie or rerreJi". r.r,i. core craddingboundary and acceptrn.r Ingre of the fibrJ. 
(3x3=9;

SECTION - D
1

Answer any two. Long essay type. Each question carries five marks :t t' 
,ffJilwith 

theory the production of circurarry porarized and 
"rriptiJ.rrv 

polarized

1g. Discuss in detair Franhuffer diffraction due to a singre sf it.

'n 5i,?'l'lli:jilTfil1,.*$"ff?:;'.:;3; Derive .,' .,o,..,sion ror the radius
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(2x5=19;


